
Is your product  
getting enough  
attention?
Finishing with transfer images – that’s how to  
attract maximum attention for your product! 



Our transfer images are manufactured using the screen-printing method. They can be applied  
to any shape and can be used on all coated materials, e.g. metal or various types of plastic.

This method is particularly popular for objects that are used outdoors, e.g. helmets, bicycle 
frames and sports articles. It allows your products to be made even more striking or refined 
even further with bright covering colours and special effects (metallic, glitter, neon, etc.). 
The images may be coated and thus made resistant to environmental effects.

Our many years of experience enable us to realise your two-dimensional designs on any shape.

What we’re offering 

Good reasons for decorating with transfer images

Applications

Bicycle frames HelmetsSports equipment

• Radiant colours
– Full coverage 

• Resistant to UV 
radiation and 
yellowing 

• Colours may be  
applied in different 
layer thicknesses

• Ready to use
– Precision cut to  
the millimetre 

• Easy to use

• Flexible – adapts  
to the object

•May be coated

Colour
• Various effects,  

such as metallic, 
glitter, neon 

Quality Shape



Using a helmet here as the example. Any other shape would be possible, of course.

How to use our patterns

The result

Cut the design with 
between two and 
three millimetres 
distance to the 
image. 

Allow the object  
to dry at room  
temperature  
for around  
24 hours after  
the decoration.

Apply the image  
to the desired  
shape at room  
temperature.

the object must be coated after being finally wiped with a damp cloth.For protection:

The stripable covercoat 
must then be carefully 
removed after drying.  
To this end, press  
a piece of adhesive  
tape on to the centre  
of the image and lift  
off the stripable  
covercoat with it.

Smooth the image 
from the inside out  
using a rubber  
squeegee or cloth. 
Thoroughly remove 
water and any air  
bubbles from under 
the image when  
doing so.

Soak image in  
lukewarm water  
until it separates 
from the transfer 
paper. 
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© by Cubyke



Kossmannstraße 27
66119 Saarbrücken (Germany)

Contact partner: Mrs Conrad/Mrs van Weel
Tel.: +49 681/8596 - 0

Fax: +49 681/8596 - 206
E-Mail: infoprint@mkw.eu

Get in touch with us:
We’re always keen to hear about your ideas!


